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Flying focus is a technique that uses a chirped laser beam focused by a highly chromatic lens to
produce an extended focal region within which the peak laser intensity can propagate at any velocity.
When that intensity is high enough to ionize a background gas, an ionization wave will track the
intensity isosurface corresponding to the ionization threshold. We report on the demonstration of
such ionization waves of arbitrary velocity. Subluminal and superluminal ionization fronts were
produced that propagated both forward and backward relative to the ionizing laser. All backward
and all superluminal cases mitigated the issue of ionization-induced refraction that typically inhibits
the formation of long, contiguous plasma channels.

Efforts to engineer plasmas for the generation and ma-
nipulation of electromagnetic waves have been growing
in sophistication. Recent examples of plasma-based pho-
tonic devices include mirrors [1–3], wave plates [4, 5],
polarizers [6, 7], q−plates [8], radiation sources ranging
from x-rays [9, 10] to THz [11, 12], laser amplifiers [13–
15], and laser compressors [16]. Many such tools rely on
the controlled propagation of an ionization front, the ve-
locity of which can strongly impact the performance of
the system.

For example, light propagating within an ionization
front will undergo “photon acceleration”—a continual
upshift of its frequency induced by the dynamic refractive
index gradient [17–20]. However, the frequency upshift
results in group velocity acceleration and a tendency for
the source to decouple from the constant velocity ion-
ization front. To highlight a second example, recent
simulations of plasma-based laser amplification showed
that a dynamic ionization front propagating just ahead
of an amplifying seed pulse provides enhanced control
over plasma parameters as well as improved noise sup-
pression [21].

A technique providing unprecedented spatiotemporal
control over the propagation of laser intensity—the “fly-
ing focus”—was recently pioneered[22, 23]. A chirped
broadband laser pulse with duration τ (with the sign of
τ indicating the direction of the chirp) is focused by a
highly chromatic diffractive optic that produces an ex-
tended focal region with length l. In general, each color
reaches best focus at a unique time, and the rate at which
the location of best focus moves is uniquely determined
by the ratio τ/l for a linearly chirped beam. By tuning
τ/l, peak laser intensity can be made to propagate at any
velocity, from −∞ to +∞.

Subsequent calculations have demonstrated that a dy-
namic ionization front will track the velocity of an in-
tensity isosurface at the ionization threshold of a back-
ground gas [24]. Therefore, the flying focus can be
used to produce an ionization wave of arbitrary velocity

(IWAV). These simulations also revealed that backward
IWAV propagation relative to the ionizing laser mitigates
ionization-induced refraction, which typically degrades
the formation of long, uniform, laser-produced plasmas
[25, 26].

In this Letter, we report the first experimental demon-
stration of ionization waves of arbitrary velocity. The ve-
locities ranged from subluminal to superluminal (slower
and faster than the speed of light, respectively), both
forward- and backward-propagating relative to the ion-
izing laser. Ionization fronts were observed to propa-
gate smoothly over several millimeters in most cases,
although subluminal forward propagation was degraded
by ionization-induced refraction, as expected. To diag-
nose the IWAV propagation, a novel spectrally resolved
schlieren diagnostic was developed, exploiting the linear
time-frequency relationship of a chirped probe. These
data demonstrate the feasibility of flying-focus–produced
IWAV’s for use in applications like those discussed above.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An
Nd:YLF laser with optical chirped-pulse parametric am-
plification (OPCPA) generated a beam with central
wavelength λ0 = 1.053 µm and full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) bandwidth ∆λ = 8.7 nm, providing the source
for the pump and probe beams. The power spectrum
was very flat (SG8), generating a square temporal profile
when the laser was chirped to durations much longer than
its transform limit. The linear chirp was adjusted using
the grating position in the stretcher. A beamsplitter di-
rected 85% of the energy to the pump path. A diffrac-
tive lens with radially varying groove density, described
more fully in Ref. [23], was used to focus the pump
beam in air at atmospheric pressure. Its focal length
for the central wavelength of the pump was f0 = 51.1
cm, and it produced an extended focal region of length
l = f0∆λ/λ0 = 4.2 mm, with the red and blue sides
of the spectrum focusing nearest to and furthest from
the lens, respectively. With an energy of 25.5± 0.3 mJ,
the pump created a plasma channel in air at best focus
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FIG. 1. A 1.053-µm laser with tunable pulse duration τ was
split into two beams. The pump beam remained 1ω and was
focused by a diffractive optic to produce an ionization wave of
arbitrary velocity (IWAV). The probe beam was converted to
2ω and diagnosed the plasma channel in a side-on geometry
coincident with the plasma formation. A spectrally resolved
schlieren diagnostic was used to determine the ionization front
velocity.

for pulse durations ranging from best compression (< 1
ps) up to ≈ 40 ps. With 99% efficiency into the first or-
der and a minimally-aberrated beam profile at best focus
(14 × 18µm FWHM —better than twice the diffraction
limit—as shown in the supplementary material of Ref.
[23]), a typical (e.g., for a 26 ps pulse duration) intensity
at best focus was ≈ 5 × 1014 W/cm2. This seems high
by a factor of ≈ 5−10 compared to ionization thresholds
quoted in the literature [27], but no attempt was made
in this experiment to minimize the energy in order to
identify an ionization threshold; furthermore, the thresh-
old has a strong pulse length dependence in this regime
[27, 28], and with flying focus it is unclear whether to use
the nominal pulse length or an effective pulse duration
for the dynamic laser intensity peak.

The additional 15% transmitted through the beam-
splitter was down-collimated, converted to 2ω using a
second harmonic crystal, and directed to the plasma or-
thogonal to the pump axis for use as a probe beam. An
optical delay path was used to time the probe such that
its passage coincided with the IWAV propagation. The
plasma channel was imaged along the probe path onto the
entrance slit of a 0.3-m imaging spectrometer equipped
with a 1200 grooves/mm grating. A knife edge was used
as a schlieren stop in a focal location of the probe beam
along the imaging path. It was oriented in order to probe
gradients orthogonal to the axis of the plasma channel
(i.e., the edge of the channel). A Finger Lakes CCD
camera was used to capture images at the exit plane of
the spectrometer.

Removing the schlieren stop, opening the spectrome-
ter slit, and operating the spectrometer in zero order, the

FIG. 2. (a) The flying focus velocity (i.e., the speed at which
constant intensity isosurfaces move near best focus) is de-
termined by the ratio of the chirped pulse duration to the
length of the extended chromatic focal region produced by
the diffractive optic. Any velocity (including faster than the
speed of light) is achievable in both the forward and back-
ward directions relative to the laser propagation. (b) For the
spectrally resolved schlieren diagnostic, the expected linear
slope of an edge marking the onset of plasma formation is
plotted as a function of pump and probe pulse duration. The
overlaid points correspond to the experimental data. Both
forward- and backward-propagating ionization waves of arbi-
trary velocity were produced, with velocities both less than
and greater than the speed of light in each direction.

CCD camera captured 2-D shadowgraphy images of the
plasma channels. Inserting the schlieren stop with other-
wise the same parameters yielded 2-D schlieren images.
The spectrometer slit was then centered on the edge of
the plasma channel (the location of maximum signal) and
the grating was set to disperse the probe wavelengths or-
thogonal to the plasma channel axis. The spectral axis
effectively provides picosecond time resolution due to the
linear time-frequency dependence of the chirped probe
beam.

The ionization front velocity [Fig. 2(a)] is dictated by
the focal-spot velocity [24], which was given in Ref. [23]
and is briefly rederived here. The instantaneous focal-
spot velocity is vf (z) =

dz
dt

where dz is the distance be-
tween the focal locations of two colors and dt is the differ-
ence in their arrival times at best focus. Since the laser
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chirp is fixed in a reference frame moving with the laser, it
is convenient to define ξ = t−z/c, in which case the focal-
spot velocity vf (z) =

dz
dλ

dλ
dξ

dξ

dt
is related to the longitudi-

nal spatial dispersion dz
dλ

and the chirp dλ
dξ
. With some al-

gebra, the formula becomes vf (z) = c(1+ c dξ

dλ
dλ
dz
)−1. For

linear spatial dispersion dλ
dz

= −λ0/f0 from the diffractive
lens and a linear chirp much longer than the transform-
limited pulse duration dξ

dλ
= −τ/∆λ (i.e., the FWHM

spectral bandwidth is spread out over the FWHM pulse
duration), the focal-spot velocity is constant and sim-
plifies to vf = c(1 + τc/l)−1. Negative values of τ
correspond to negatively chirped beams, with the blue
end of the spectrum preceding the red end in time.
The IWAV velocity is converted to an observable on the
spectrally resolved schlieren measurement by noting that
dz
dt

= dz
dλ

dλ
dt
, and dλ

dt
= −∆λ/2τ for the linearly chirped

second harmonic probe beam. Therefore, the expected
edge slope on the schlieren diagnostic [Fig. 2(b)] is given
by dλ

dz
= −∆λ

2

(

1
cτ

+ 1
l

)

.

Results from the spectrally resolved schlieren diagnos-
tic are shown in Fig. 3. Each image is an average of five
to ten shots divided by an average of several reference
spectra, which were obtained by removing the schlieren
stop and blocking the pump beam. The pump beam
propagated from left to right along the z axis. An edge-
finding routine was used to find the time of the ionization
wave’s appearance at each axial location; vertical lineouts
were taken averaging over ≈ 30-µm increments along the
z axis, and typically the value closest to 10% along the
spectral axis was specified as the edge (note that slight
variation in signal levels between cases resulted from dif-
ferences in plasma channel alignment to the spectrometer
slit and schlieren stop positioning). The slope was deter-
mined from a linear best fit through the data points. The
points found by the edge-finding routine, as well as the
best fit result, are plotted with the data in Fig. 3.

In Figs. 3(a)-3(c), there is no signal on the blue side
of the probe spectrum because that portion of the probe
passed the pump’s focal region prior to any plasma for-
mation. The edge of the signal then appears and varies
linearly, as expected, over a distance of at least 2 to 3
mm. Hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma channel is
negligible on the time scale of the probe beam, so the
plasma channel persists and continues to refract all sub-
sequent probe colors on the red side of the spectrum.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are both examples of superlumi-
nal backward propagation since −2l/c < τ < −l/c; the
latter example is close to τ = −l/c, in which case each
color arrives at best focus simultaneously and the IWAV
travels across the focal region instantaneously.

Figure 3(c) shows an example of superluminal forward
propagation, with −l/c < τ < 0. Note that although the
IWAV copropagates with the ionizing laser, ionization-
induced refraction did not compromise the channel for-
mation. This naturally follows from the fact that the

FIG. 3. Spectrally resolved schlieren results. (a) An example
of superluminal backward propagation for τ ≈ −22 ps. The
probe is negatively chirped so the direction of time is from the
blue end to the red end of the spectrum. The IWAV begins
at +z and propagates backward to −z along the pump axis.
(b) A more highly superluminal example producing a nearly
instantaneous line focus. (c) With −l/c < τ < 0, the IWAV
remains superluminal but switches to forward-propagating,
reversing the sign of the slope. (d) When the probe is posi-
tively chirped, the direction of time is effectively reversed, and
subluminal forward propagation produces a disjointed plasma
channel because of ionization-induced refraction.

shorter wavelength photons that ionize the plasma at
larger values along the z axis are ahead of the ioniza-
tion front and are therefore not affected by propagation
through the existing plasma. (Similar logic explains why
superluminal IWAV propagation does not violate causal-
ity.)

In Fig. 3(d), the laser is positively chirped, which al-
ways yields a subluminal forward-propagating flying fo-
cus. Note that the sign of the slope expected in the
schlieren images is the same as for negatively chirped
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FIG. 4. Two-dimensional schlieren and shadowgraphy of various cases. (a) The τ ≈ −17 ps example shows a long, uniform
plasma channel and is representative of all tested cases of backward propagation as well as superluminal forward propagation.
(b) Subluminal forward propagation leads to plasma channel breakup because of ionization-induced refraction; (c) this also
occurs for best compression, which is most similar to conventional beam propagation in that laser intensity moves forward at
the group velocity.

backward propagation because two sign changes (the
IWAV propagation direction and the direction of the
probe chirp) cancel one another out; only within the nar-
row range −l/c < τ < 0 is the slope positive because the
IWAV’s are forward-propagating but the probe chirp is
negative [e.g., Fig. 3(c)]. The reversed direction of time
is evident in the schlieren image because the blue side
of the spectrum probes the fully formed plasma channels
in contrast to the previous examples. Note also that for
τ > −l/(2c), the time vf/l that it takes the IWAV to
propagate from one edge of the focal region to the other
is greater than the probe pulse duration |τ |, limiting the
IWAV propagation distance that the probe can diagnose.
Therefore, in the example shown, the plasma is already
over 1 mm in length by the time the probe arrives.

The key difference in Fig. 3(d) is that the schlieren sig-
nal appears disjointed along the axis of the pump beam.
This results from ionization-induced refraction in the case
of subluminal forward propagation—an effect that was
predicted in Ref. [24]. To illustrate this more clearly, 2-
D shadowgraphs and 2-D schlieren images are shown for
three cases in Fig. 4. The example in Fig. 4(a) happens
to be the case of a nearly instantaneous line focus, but
all cases of backward propagation that were tested, in
addition to superluminal forward propagation, produced
similar long, uniform plasma channels. Contrast that
with Fig. 4(b), which shows that the initial plasma at
z = −1 mm disrupts subsequent plasma formation over
the next ≈ 1 mm. At a later point along the pump axis,
the initial plasma is far enough away (refracting a small
enough fraction of the wavelength that focuses to that

location) that ionization is once again triggered locally.
This cycle repeats itself once more, producing three dis-
tinct sparks [the third being more evident in Fig. 3(d)
than in Fig. 4(b)].

Using the edge-finding routine on the middle spark
resulted in a linear fit that roughly tracks the central
plasma and also seems to predict the timing of the third
plasma’s formation, but the fit’s confidence was much
lower, resulting in larger error bars. The slopes for all
data sets, including subluminal backward propagation
(which has not been shown), were overplotted with the
analytic calculation in Fig. 2(b). Pulse durations were
measured using an ultrafast streaked spectrometer [29]
for the second harmonic probe beam and two autocorre-
lators for the fundamental beam (the three diagnostics
agreed to within 1 to 2 ps). In most cases, the uncertain-
ties in pulse length and schlieren slope were smaller than
the marker size shown, with the exception of the sublu-
minal forward-propagating IWAV just described; never-
theless, that result is also in good agreement with the
prediction.

For completeness, Fig. 4(c) shows the plasma channel
formation that occurs when the probe duration was at
best compression (τ ≈ 500 fs). In this case, the diffrac-
tive lens produces a distributed focal spot that would be
expected to have approximately constant intensity over
several millimeters while propagating at the laser’s group
velocity (and is thus the case most similar to conventional
beam propagation). This case was degraded even more
severely by ionization-induced refraction such that only
one short plasma was formed.
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In summary, ionization waves of arbitrary velocity have
been demonstrated experimentally using the flying fo-
cus. While superluminal ionization front propagation has
been demonstrated previously [30], and a different (more
complicated) scheme for tuning the velocity of ionization
waves has been proposed [31], to our knowledge this rep-
resents the first experimental demonstration of IWAV’s.
Producing plasma channels in this manner could facil-
itate improved performance in a wide range of applica-
tions that rely on synchonization with an ionization front,
such as plasma-based laser amplification, photon accel-
eration, and THz generation. Even neglecting the po-
tentially beneficial dynamics of the ionization front, we
have demonstrated long, uniform, flying focus-produced
plasma channels that are comparable to those created
using an axicon lens, which may be of interest to appli-
cations that utilize plasma waveguides [32–35].
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